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Harm from Deception 

•  FTC Policy Statement on Deception (1983) 
–  A “material” representation, omission or practice likely to mislead a 

consumer who is acting reasonably.  

•  Would the consumer have chosen differently? 
–  “The basic question is whether the act or practice is likely to affect the 

consumer's conduct or decision with regard to a product or service. If 
so, the practice is material, and consumer injury is likely, because 
consumers are likely to have chosen differently but for the deception.”  
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•  Field experiment: Revealed preference! 
–  Chose differently… 

•  Than what? No ads? Different kinds of ads? 
–  Is the difference driven by deception? 

•  Focus: Do native ads mislead reasonable consumers to think that 
they are not ads? 



Experiment: Between subjects design 

Premise behind experimental design 
•  highlighting makes the ad “hard to miss” 
•  sponsored label is more ambiguous than ad label 



Does the type of native ad sign matter? No! 

vs. 

Chances of page visits / calls are the same 
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Is the native ad “deceptive”? 

vs. vs. 

•  No effect on visiting restaurant’s page 

•  Disclosure increases odds of calling the restaurant  
•  highlighting has no further effect 

•  Regression analysis: Disclosure changes the type of restaurants called 
•  No main effect of disclosure on calling 
•  Deception: For the decision to call, average ratings matter less, number of 

ratings matter more than in the case of disclosure 

•  Conclusion: Typical native ad “closer” to “obvious” case 
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•  Within-restaurant, across conditions regression analysis 
 



Is the native ad “deceptive”? 

vs. vs. 

•  No effect on visiting restaurant’s page 

•  Disclosure increases odds of calling the restaurant  
•  highlighting has no further effect 

•  Disclosure changes the type of restaurants called 
 

•  Consumer response to native ad is “closer” to the obviously-ad 
case than to the deception case 



Are consumers tricked into conversion? 

•  Compare behavior across (deception vs. disclosure) x (organic leads 
vs. ad leads) 
–  continuation of search (low match value, keep searching)   
–  calling (high match value, call restaurant) 

Ads: all disclosure conditions  
(collapsed) 
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vs. ad leads) 
–  continuation of search (low match value, keep searching)   
–  calling (high match value, call restaurant) 

•  Consumers are not “stuck” if they click on native ads  

•  Organic arrivals continue to search less than ad arrivals 
–  Disclosure does not impact continuing to search after page-visit  

•  Organic links rank lower? (Rank not experimentally manipulated – 
realistic – but, need to control for rank?)   

•  Calling only increases with disclosure if page visit was organic (ad-
click: no difference) 
–  Calling increases with disclosure due to signaling appeal 

•  Why not valid when consumer reaches the page by an ad-click? 



What I learned from the paper 

1.  The role of field experiments for identification of material deception / 
injury 

2.  Elements of design 

3.  Consumer response to native ads look nothing like their response to 
deceptive advertising 


